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SYNTHÈSE:

La première partie présente les essais réalisés sur la maquette CLAVECIN ainsi

expérimentaux obtenus dans les diverses configurations a mis en évidence les points
suivants :

- Une répartition de jeu symétrique hors écoulement devient dissymétrique sous
écoulement. La dissymétrie est même suffisamment importante pour que l'on observe
généralement des chocs sur une seule des deux barres enserrant le tube.

- Ce décentrement est lié à l'existence d'une force quasi-statique s'exerçant sur
le tube, au niveau du confinement tube/barre.

- Le phénomène de décentrement dû à l'écoulement a une forte influence sur les
forces moyennes d'impact

-Les conséquences du décentrement sur les phénomènes d'usure sont
également très importantes pour l'estimation de la durée de vie du matériel.

Dans Ia deuxième partie, une interprétation physique de ces phénomènes est
présentée. Leur généralité est analysée et leur degré de spécificité estimé sur des
configurations simplifiées.

Le phénomène de décentrement a été étudié sur le cas d'un cylindre confiné
entre deux plaques planes et soumis à un écoulement transverse. Quatre méthodes ont
été utilisées dans cette analyse :

- un modèle analytique,
- trois méthodes numériques (différences finies, éléments finis, éléments finis

de frontière).

Les résultats obtenus ont confirmé les observations faites sur la maquette
CLAVECIN.

Par ailleurs, l'effet d'une force statique localisée sur la valeur moyenne des
forces d'impact a été estimé sur deux systèmes mécaniques simplifiés :

- un système à un degré de liberté, soumis à une force statique et excité par un
bruit blanc (calcul analytique),

-un système à plusieurs degrés de liberté, constitué d'une poutre droite en
appui simple à chaque extrémité et munie d'un support à jeu au quart de sa longueur.
Ce système mécanique est soumis à une force statique au niveau du support à jeu et est
excité par un bruit blanc (simulation numérique).

Sur ces deux systèmes, une relation de dépendance de la force moyenne
d'impact en fonction de la force statique a été trouvée :

- système à un degré de liberté : relation linéaire avec pente égale à 2/rc,
-système à plusieurs degrés de liberté: relation linéaire avec pente de

l'ordre del.

L'interprétation physique sur configurations simplifiées, des phénomènes
observés sur la maquette CLAVECIN a montré que ces phénomènes étaient non
seulement xeproductibles par le calcul pour d'autres geometries, mais aussi qu'ils
étaient typiques des configurations où un système mécanique flexible est soumis à un
écoulement transverse confiné.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

PART 1 - EXPERIMENT

Mainlining PWR components under reliable operating conditions requires a
complex design to prevent various damaging processes including flow-induced
vibration and wear mechanisms. To improve the prediction of tube/support interaction
and wear in PWR components, EDF has undertaken a comprehensive program oriented
to both experimental and computational studies.

The present paper illustrates one aspect of this program, reiated to the
determination of contact forces between steam generator tubes and anti-vibration bars
(AVBs). The dynamic, nonlinear behavior of a U-tube excited by an air cross-flow is
investigated on the CLAVECIN experiment Interesting and rather unexpected results
have been obtained, by varying clearances and flow velocities. The paper is focused on
four main points :

QL) the originality of the experiment with a force measurement device located in
flow;

Qi) the importance of a refined data processing for accurately measuring contact
forces;

(iii) the presentation of the unexpected phenomena revealed in the CLAVECIN
experiment, Le. a flow-induced decentering of the tube which changed the initial
tube/AVB clearance, and the consequences on tube/support interaction;

(iv) the influence of the actual tube/support clearance in flow on wear
mechanisms.

PART 2 - PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

The work, presented in the second part of this paper, concentrates exclusively
on the physical interpretation of the flow-induced decentering phenomenon and on the
theoretical analysis of its consequences on dynamic tube/support interaction. We show
that the flow-induced decentering phenomenon can be generated by an unstable
quasi-static coupling between the flexible tube and the confined flow, in the vicinity of
the support system. This phenomenon is not specific to the CLAVECIN tests and it can
be expected every time that a movable obstacle is subjected to confined flow.
Moreover, in single-sided impacting conditions, the theoretical analysis confirms the
linear relation, found in the CLAVECIN tests, between the mean impact force and the
static lift force associated with flow-induced decentering.
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INTRODUCTION

For die past few yean, wear phenomena have been delected, all around the world, on some
sensitive equipment in nuclear power plans. Such occuiences are considered rather alarming since ihey
appeared relatively early in the expected life of the components. This kind of problem has been noted
in pmjcular on several steam generator tube bundles- Some tubes in these bundles are affected by weir
problems at support locations. Wear is generally observed at andvibradon bar locations and is

" by flow-induced vibration phenomena. Though such wear indications do not jeopardize
t safety, they may nevenheless pose some serious problems as far as plant maintenance

i design ate concerned. Reccndy. advanced measuring and test equipment has been developped
stigaie wear damage on steam generator tubes. During unit outage, the use of such equipment

ides information about wear on controlled tubes and helps to decide whether or not to plug them,
menante costs utilities a lot and must be planned advisedly. For new component design, one must

estimate accurately the life expectancy of equipment, as a function of its geometrical properties,
manufacturing tolerances and stresses it will be subjected to in operation. For these reasons, it seems
necessary » dispose of a refined modeling for the physical mechanisms governing flow-induced wear.
Special attention has to be paid also to the kinetics of the phenomena involved. To solve these



problems, numerous research programs have been initialed all around Ae world ([1] to [22]). They are
aimed at acquiring a better knowledge of the physical mechanisms governing the dynamic, nonlinear
behavior of a loosely supported tube subjected to cross-flow.

A review of the major results proposed in the literature on tube/support interaction was recently
published by Chen [I] . In this paper, both numerical and experimental research programs are quoted.
To the first class, belong all the developments of nonlinear dynamic computer codes, which model the
mechanical behavior of the lube when impacting on its supports ([2] to [10]). Considering now the
experimental approach, one notes that in most cases, the studies are limited to mechanically excited
tube/support systems ( [ U ] to [IS]). Very few experiments involving flow excitation have actually bc-n
performed ([16], [17], [IS], [19]). Works by Hastings ([18]) include both aspects. His experiments
comprise tests under mechanical excitation as well as fluid flow excitation. It appears that the vibratory
behavior of the tubes may differ significantly according to the excitation.

Electricité de France (EDF) is also involved in such research fields in order to obtain an
improved knowledge of the dynamic, nonlinear behavior of loosely supported tubes. The research
program includes numerical studies [20] and experimental investigations. One of the experiments,
performed on die CLAVECIN model, is presented in this paper. Tube/support interaction is studied for
a tube excited by fluid flow. These tests have revealed unexpected physical mechanisms, which are not
taken into account in numerical simulations at the present time, but which can have a great effect on
predicting die life expectancy of the component. The CLAVECIN results have been obtained as pan of
a muld-party research program. They are therefore, confidential and only relative numerical values can
be provided in this paper. It follows that our aim here is not to provide a comprehensive database, but
rather to focus on the particular signal processing problems related to contact force measurements, and
to present the unexpected phenomena observed during the course of the experiments.

I - TEST APPARATUS DESCRIPTION

1.1-Test Section
The CLAVECIN model (Fig. 1) is composed of a U-bend tube bundle submitted to air cross-

flow. The bundle consists of six rows of five curved U-rubes. The five internal rows, made of rigid
tubes, reproduce the environment of a steam generator (SG) tube bundle. The central tube of the
external row is the only flexible tube of the bundle. It is surrounded on each side by two rigid tubes,
fixed to the internal rows.

fig. 1 The CLAVECIN model

The radius of curvature of the external tube row is 1.0012 m. The tubes used to build the bundle
ate real SC tabes : material. Incond 600 : external diameter, 19.0SxIO-3Tn ; tube thickness, 1.09XlO-3In.
The tube bundle arrangement corresponds to an in-line square array with a pitch-to-diameter ratio of
1.44. The tubes are damned at each end to a thick tube sheet Their straight parts are 1.3422 m long ;
they are supported by tv.t> drilled support plates located respectively at 0.6382m and 1.2764m from
die tube sheet.

The air cross-flow distribua» along the U-bend is obtained with an air supply sysmn consisting
of 13 ducts, which can be set individually. The ducts men guide me flow and create the chosen velociry



profile. The radial velocity profile used for the tests presented hereafter (Fig. 2) is considered as
representative of the flow in the U-bend region of a SG, with two sets of inn vibration bars (AVBs).

AVB locations

Î
8

i—i ^
0 33.5 71 109 146.5 180

Angular position in die U-bend (degree)

Fig. 2 Radial velocity profile along the U-bend

TnVaIiTHi pinned supports in die straight part of the vibrating tube are obtained by blocking the
tube in die drilled holes with a special device. In the U-bend region, die rigid tubes are welded to two
sets of AVBs. For die vibrating tube, a single non-linearity in die U-bend, i.e. a single support with gap
is studied. This loose support is simulated with a special-purpose device serving on the one hand to
precisely adjust the gap on each side of die vibrating tube and on the second hand to measure the
contact forces when die tube impacts on hs support. This device is presented in Fig. 3, as positioned in
die test section.

fig. 3 RK nt de in die CLAVECIN flow channel where, 1, simulated AVB ;
l2, vibrating tube • 3, triaxial force transducer ; 4, displacement transducers.

The onginahty of die CLAVECIN model resides in mat die farce measurement device is located
entirety inside die flow channel- Such a design makes it possible to observe in detail fluid-structure
inin» liaiphcnomena which may occur in die loose support restricted area. In particular, during diep y pp p , g
CLAVECIN lests, a physical phenomenon has been revealed which can have important consequences
for the estimanon of wear. This point wiH be addressed in Sections 3 and 4.

1.2-hammam
To adjust the gap. me measurement device can be roughly compared to a slide caliper. the

simulated AVBs corresponding » die jaws of die caliper, and the space between die two jaws defining
a distance This distance «presents die tube diameter plus die diametral dearance. The simulated AVBs
are first set in comet wim the tnbe (no obc/suppon clearance), then, die gaps on each side of the tube



n e adjusted by displacing each AVB of the prescribed value. AVB motion is monitored by
displacement transducers (see Fig.3).

To measure the impact-friction forces, a piezoelectric triaxial force transducer is mounted and
preloaded on each bar at the impact point (see Fig.3). The normal impact force is measured by the
"compression" component of the transducer. The two tangential friction forces correspond to the
"shear" components of the transducer. Taking inn account the measurement principle of the force cell
and its mounting on the device, a rather low preload is needed » ensure a sufficient measuring range.
The transducer preload is realized through a pellet attached to a stud bolt. The vibrating tube impacts on
the pellet, which transmits the forces to the transducer. The low preload level makes it possible to
significantly reduce me stud bolt section and consequently to ensure (hat the stud bolt rigidity does not
perturbate the force measurement. The force transducers are connected to high input-impedance charge
amplifiers which convert directly the electric charges into a proportionnai electric voltage. These charge
amplifiers are characterized by•*. very Urge range for the time constant. This enables the adequation of
the time constant to each particular case in order to avoid bias due to the piezoelectric measurement
principles (see Appendix 1).

The vibrating tube is equipped with a biaxial accelerometer consisting of two miniaturized
acceterometers, mounted 90° from each other. This biaxial accelerometer is positioned as near as
possible to the impact point. It delivers information on the tube acceleration between the two AVBs
simulated by the measurement device.

The coordinate system (X. Y. Z) is also defined in Fig. 3. The Y, X and Z directions correspond
respectively to the normal impact direction and the two friction directions in the plane perpendicular to
the normal impact direction.

] ,ft-Test Matrix
The tests performed on the CLAVECIN model are focused on the study of the nonlinear

vibratory behavior of a tube in a turbulent flow regime. Very few experimental data or numerical
simulation results are available for turbulent flow excitation. In particular, most of the numerical
simnlanons investigate the post-stable regime. Ie. tubes that are fluidelasneally unstable.

Nevertheless, in most cases, the industrial components studied here are operated in turbulent flow
regime, before die onset offiiridclasric instability. The results presented here should therefore provide
some new insights into the nonlinear dynamic behavior of a tube excited by flow, due to loose support

The tests have been performed for six different flow rates. These flow rates are denoted in the
paper as Q l , Q2. Q3, Q4, QS and Q6 (with Ql < Q2 < . . < Q6). For each flow rate, various clearance
distributions on fy*1 side of die tube have been investigated. Global clearance values (a total of 4) have
been chosen in the range of me clearances usually encountered in steam generators, at AVB locations.

bccQYuiciL

2 • SIGNAL AND DATA PROCESSING

2_ 1 - Tiansfa Function Cmieuion

2.1il ftneralCnnûderanons:Letnsconsiderapven measurement device (Le. a force transducer plus
its mounting system). This device is a mechanical system which can be characterized by its resonance
frequencies. If the device resonance frequencies are located out of die analyzed frequency band, die
device can be considered as almost ideal and die transfer function between input and output signals is
equal to I or so.

In die particular case of impact farce measurements, die analyzed frequency band is relatively
wide (typically up to S or 10 kHz) and it generally contains some device resonance frequencies. The
^DC*t&sssD6Dto^wice oisii ^cts s s A {DCCUÉUIICBU fiucf SODDCD f̂  t̂ ^ inptft ioice* ~i"ftis ioccfifliiicSi niter 15
chaoetenzed by its transfer function in the frequency domain, Ti* (a ) , where u denotes the circular
ûequency. Figore 4 shows a typical example of die filtering effect due to die measurement device

t me transfer function, 9fc (to), between the real impact force. Fi(t), and die output
rod by die transducer, F^(O, a "known" impact can be applied with a shock hammer on die

device force ceD. The Tojown" impart force is acctifiucly measured by a fmi^ transducer incorporated
in the shock hauautr. The output force. F0(O. is related to the input force by die expression:

F0(U) = J^(U) Fj(O)
Wc can dien derive the uwetse tramler function of die ribf ̂ surement device asr



Therefore, once the inverse transfer fun«ion,[ Tfc (cu) ] • • , has been estimated, tny actual input fane
can be recovered from the corresponding measured output force by the following "deconvolution"
process:

Fi(M) = [ J& (CB) ]•» x Fo(B). and F;(t) = 7 l [ F1(B) J
where, 7'1 denotes the inverse Fourier Transform.

real input force measured output force

Fo(t)

Hg.4 Typical example of the measurement device resonance effects on impact force signals

It should be noted mat the transfer function correction does not act as a low-pass filter. A low-
pass filter would simply eliminate the higher-frequency content of the output signal, in order to
suppress Ae oscillations due to the device resonance effects. Thus, a pan of the energy contained in the
input signal would be lost. On the contrary, in the deconvolution process, the oscillatory pan of the
output signal is not simply eliminated. It is taken into account to modify the output impact spike in
order to recover the original input signal. No energy is lost and the deconvolution process does not
Alter IuC ittjËncr ffCQQCAcy couicfit of tue input imoflct iovcc»

2.1 2 CLAVECIN E: t - Transfer Function Estimation : For the CLAVECIN experiment
a frequency analysis of the force signals up to 20,000 Hz has shown that the energy was mainly
concentrated in the 0-5,600 Hz frequency band. Thus, the force signals have been low-pass filtered and
analyzed in the frequency range from 0 to 5,60OHz. As it could be expected that the force measurement
device had resonance frequencies in the 0-5.600Hz frequency band, its inverse transfer function has
been estimated, in order to apply the transfer function correction described in Secnon 2.1.1.

3.UU
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(a) Real pan

(b) Imaginary pan

O Frequency (Hz) 5 ^ 6 0 0

Hg. 5 A V B I inverse transfer function (real and imaginary pans)

However, me estimation of the inverse transfer function of the measurement device raised a
practical problem in the CLAVECIN experiment. As posinonned during tests with flow, the force



to be sHghtly translated, in enter to gain access to the force cells (two différait translated positions have
been so investigated). It has been verified afterwards that the computed transfer functions were not
modified by the device translations. Figure S presents the inverse transfer function of AVB 1. It can be
noted that, except in the vicinity of the device resonance frequencies, the tranfer function H* (<•>) is
equal to 1 or so. For frequencies over 3.900 Hz, the measurements were corrupted by background

- noise. Thus, for frequencies between 3.900 and 5.600 Hz. the real and imaginary parts of the inverse
transfer function have been respectively taken equal to 1 and 0.

2.1.3 CLAVECIN Experiment ; Transfer Function Correction : Consider now the impact force,

Fm(t). measured by the force measurement device during air flow tests. The real impact force F1n(O, i.e.
the impact force actually applied to the force measurement device, can be obtained by correcting the
measured impact force Fn(O with the transfer function of the measurement device. This yields

Fm«B) = [ 36* «a) ]•« F»(w), and Fn(O = y > [ ? „ ( « ) ]
where [ Jfc (S)) ]"1 is the inverse transfer function of the measurement device estimated from the
preliminary tests reported in Section 2.1.2. Figure 6 shows, for a test with flow, a comparison between
the impact forces direcdy measured by die Biaxial force cell mounted on AVB 1, and the impact forces
corrected by die deconvohman process, using the AVB1 transfer function.

2.00

§ -2.00
,2

& ZOO

-2100

! !
Impact measured by
theAVB !forcecell

Impact corrected by AVB 1
inverse transfer function

117.94 ,_ , x 139.94
Time(ms)

Fig.6 Effectoffctransfèrfuiictiaaconecâoaonagrvenimpactin flow conditions

Note dot me level of die predominant impact is significantly increased after the correction for
resonancB effects. This would not be observed with a simple low-pass filtering of die signals.
ArwOceovetm toe sccoDuary DUpactt VFDICM v^as naroauv cnnoeaicol oy tne pfl̂ irff̂ mino noise m tnc o^icinai
st^siai* is dearly aDDaient alter uie oanster tuncoon c

13. - Avennn? OfThs ferce Sienals
To characterize the contact forces, a computer code for processing and averaging the force

signals has been spcrifirally developed. In case of impact on bom AVBs. die force signals are treated
sciOMltly for each bar. From a practical point of view, separate data from each side of die tube is of

k l i To predict accmatery die life of a coayonem such
is duiributcd on each side of die tube or contenu ated pitfeieuually on one side.

The averaging prwxduie for force signals can be divided into duccmain steps:
1) The signal on the normal impact channel (Y direction) is first corrected by the transfer

xQDCuO£QcDIC DEBSI^^CQICOt QCViVC* A O C O ftkC COCVCCSCu S12RSU IS ^Xflnmifin âHfl *̂ ^ nnp3Tl 311Q 1113XUIlUCD
YSSDCSflUOflff Q Q Q 1 ^ O J Q Q C C p ^ p ^ m ^ 3ZCQCCS11]U1COL

2) Two parameters, a trigger and a pretrigger. are used for die test analysis and are chosen in
ÏCiâDODj Id DJC SDSDC OfQlC OORffil li^Pil^T SUEB3ISB

The Digger serves to limit the averaging of the signals to die impact periods. As soon as the
signal exceeds the triggering level, the inyaa is considered to jje detected. Therefore, the trigger value
mqff be bigfaer dan die maximum \tytl of background noise, in order to consider only real impacts in
the averaging procédure.

10



The effect of the pretrigger in signal averaging is to take into account the energy associated with
the difference in level between the mean value of background noise and the chosen triggering level. It is
characatcrized by the number ôf digitization points, rw occuring before the point determined by the
trigger value, and necessary to reach die mean value of background noise. It will be seen in Section 3.2
that the mean value of background noise can differ fnxn zero.

3) Once the trigger and pretrigger are determined, we can proceed averaging the force and
response signals for all measurement channels. As soon as the triggering level is exceeded on the
normal impact channel, avenging on all channels starts np points before. The averaging is stopped np
potnts below the triggering level on the normal impact channel.

The choice of the triggering level and prerrigger points in relation to the mean and maximum
values of the force signal during non-contact periods is illustrated in Figure 7. In this diagram, the
energy contributions of the trigger and premgger are emphasized. This shows the importance of
accurately choosing these two parameters for averaging contact forces.

Maximum force signal level
during non-contact periods

Energy taken into account
due to triggering level

1 i Energy taken into account
by the pretriggering effect

Hg . 7 Influence of the triggering and pretriggering levels
on the normal force average values

3 - MODIFICATION OF THE TUBE EQUILIBRIUM POSITION IN CROSS-FLOW : THE
FLOW-INDUCED DECENTERING PHENOMENON

In die CLAVECIN experiment, a very interesting phenomenon has been revealed, i.e.. a quasi-
static interaction between the mean flow and the vibrating tube. It appears that the mean flow tends to
modify the equilibrium postôon of the tube within the AVBs. As a consequence, the actual gap on each
side of the tube in flow is altered from the gaps set in still air. In particular, an initial symmetrical
configuration in still air. leads, when submitted to air flow, to> non-symmetrical impacts on the two bars
of the measurement device. Generally, die equilibrium position is even modified enough to produce
single-sided impacting conditions. Moreover, this phenomenon seems to be associated with the
emergence in the Y-dùa.ùun of a negative quasi-static force during the non-contact periods, on the bar
with predominant impacting. These observations have prompted special tests in order to precisely
analyse these phenomena.

3.1 -The Ftow-Indnced Decemering Phenomenon
Specific tests have been performed to investigate the modification of the tube equilibrium

position in cross-flow. Typical results for force rime histories obtained for one of these tests are
presented in Figure 8(a) to 8 (d). All the âme histories correspond to a 1 IS ms signal duration and the
imlimr scale (impact force) vanes between -10 N and 10 N. These specific tests have been divided
imo four main scps. Step 1 consists in adjusting symmetrical g-ps on each side of the flexible tube, in
snB m. The load cefls then deliver a signal representative of the electronic noise, of very low amplitude
and centered on a zero value. In me second sup, the previously set configuration is subjected to cross-
flow. A give» flow rate is chosen and maintained constant. The symmetrical gap configuration
Ntomrv wan flow, totally non-symmetrical, with, in most cases, single-sided impacts. It can therefore
be assumed mat me flow has modified the equilibrium position of the vibrating rube within its loose
support. For Step 3 . the flow rate chosen in Step 2 is retained. The main point is to vary, under flow
flotation, die gap distribution on each side of the tube, (with me total gap kept constant), in aider to
achieve a symmetrical impact configuration on both AVBs. It is worth mentionning that such a
synmetrica] configuration in airflow corresponds in fact to a highly non-symmetrical gap distribuncn

11



in still air. The la» step of these tests has consisted in varying the feed flow rate in the test section for
the "symmetrical* gap distribution with air flow obtained in Step 3. For any difference in flow rate
umpaicd to Step 3, the vibrating tube behaved non-symmemcally within its set of AVBs.

A V B l AVB 2

(a) Step 1 : Farce signal in Y direction in still air
for symétrie gap reparation G0

(b) Step 2 : Force signal in Y direction for flow rate Q0
and gap reparation Go adjusted in step 1

(c) Step 3 : Force signal in Y-direction for flow rate Q 0

and a recentered gap repartition G in flow ( G * G0)

(d) Step 4-Force signal in Y-direction for flow rate Q ( Q * Qo)
and gap repartition G adjusted in step 3

Fig. 8 Flow-induced deccuiering phenomenon- Specific tests on die CLAVECIN model

Ih tat flow, suet a modification of Ae tube position within its support cle : has always been
noted, «haievcr the test conditions may be. Apan from me specific tests reported in this section, it has
also repetitively been observed during the tests quoted in Section 1 3 . for any flow rate or gap
distribution. For a given flow raie and a given initial gap distribution, the flow-induced decentering
phenomenon is repetitive and it always tends to bring the tube closer Jo the same AVB. Furthermore,
some « s s haw been performed widt contact on AVB 2 in soil air (Le. zero gap between tube and AVB
2). and a similar behavior can be mencooned : dte tube fest impacts on AVB 2 for very low flow rates,
but increasing die flow rate results in single-sided impacts on AVB 1 ; finally, for the highest flow

12



RKS. symmetrical impacts occur on both AVBs. This particular configuration will be addressed in
more details in Section 4J2.

From all these tests, we can conclude that a physical phenomenon has been identified : the tube
equilibrium position within the AVBs is modified by die flow. Furthermore, this flow-induced
decemering was found » be dependent on both initial gap repartition and flow velocity.

Let us consider again die impact force signals presented in Figure 8. During the air flow tests,
depined in Figure 8. where single-sided impacting occuied on AVB 1 (i.e. Steps 2 and 4), a negative
"quasi-stanc" force could also be observed on die transducer mounted on AVB 1. This so-called
"quasi-statk" force stands for die avenge value of die force signal in the Y-diiecdon, during non-
contact periods. Furthermore, contrary to Steps 2 and 4, die quasi-satic force was sensibly equal to
zero in Step 3. In Step 3. die lube equilibrium position in air flow was centered again within die loose
suppon and die tube dynamical behavior was rather symmetrical : double-sided impacting occuredand
diet

t dûs point, it should be noted that dûs negative quasi-static force cannot be attributed to any
bias in force measurement due to piezoelectric transducers. Indeed, the time constants adjusted on the
charge amplifiers were large enough compared to both die largest impact time duration and die largest
ome duration between two successive impacts. More details concerning this problem can be found in
Appendix I (see especially points (U) and (Ui)). Typical values for the time constant and the largest
characteristic time of die force signals were respectively 50 s and 100 ms. Furthermore, before the air
flow tests, some preliminary experiments with mrrtianical excitation have been pctfotuicd. Sinusoïdal
and white noise excitations were provided by a shaker. The same measurement device was used to
measure tube/support contact forces. Single-sided and double-sided impacting conditions were tested.
During these tests, we did not observe any self-decemering of the tube. For example, the tube, when

preliminaiy measurements were slightly penurbated by a mechanical feed-back effect due to a
tube/shaker interaction, no "quasi-static'' force could be observed between two successive impacts : the
mean value of die force signals during non-contact periods was always equal to zero or so. Figure 9
presents typical examples of impact force time histories for the white noise excitation (i.e. the
mw*«wiral »wityy»i whirh r-an h> rt^ifri»») « rti> hemy sppronimatinn fff niTtHllfm hilfffTJng) T V
abscissa and ordinale scales in Figure 9 are similar » diose in Figure 8.
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White noise excitation
Impact signal on AVB 1

. Symmetrical gaps
White noise excitation
Impact signal on AVB 2
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Thus, die emergence o f a negative "quasi-static" force seems to be a genuine physical
id to the flow-induced derrmrring of die tube. This phenomenon has been

lepeddvdy observed for die whole series of air flow tests perforated on die CLAVECIN model and we
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can state that a negative quasi-static force is systematically present on the impact force signals for the
bar w i * predominant impacting. Furthermore, in analyzing the entire series of air flow tests, the
negative quasi-static force was found U consistently depend on flow-induced decentering amplitude,
flow rate and initial gap distribution in still air. In air flow, the tube equilibrium position is
systematically deflected towards die bar which is subjected to a negative quasi-static force during die
non-contact periods, and the decentering amplitude is closely related to the quasi-static force
magnitude : die closer the lube to die bar with predominant impacting, die larger die magnitude of die
quasi-static force. On die other hand, for moderate flow rates, die magnitude of die quasi-static force
increases widi flow rate. The quasi-static force can even become significantly negative for some initial
gap distributions. Lastly. d « magnitude of the quasi-static force was found to decrease as me initial gap
between die tube and die bar with predominant impacting is increased. These behaviors were observed
for all air flow tests, and we verified dm, for a given test, diey were repetitive. Typical examples of die
quasi-static force variations versus flow rale and gap distribution for single-sided impacting conditions
on AVB I arc sketched in Figure IO and 11 respectively. In these Figures, Fs is die negative quasi-
static force and Fsmu stands for die negative quasi-static force whose magnitude was found to be
maximum in die whole series of tests. G and GnJn correspond respectively to die gap betweeT tube and
AVB1 in still air and die minimum value of this gap in the whole series of tests.

0.6

0.4.

0.2

0.0 9—

o •
O

o •

O

t I 1 1 1
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Flow rate

Q6

Figure 10 : Quasi-stade force variation vs. flow rate
Gap distribution in SdU air: o 3G 0 JB(AVBI) /3Grà(AVB2) ; • 4GnO1(AVBl)/2G1M1(AVBa)

H g t o e l l :Quasi-stuic force variation vs. gap distribution (single-sided impacts)
- o F b w i a i e Q 2 ; «FlowrareQ5
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The above-men oonned observations which highlight the correlation between the measured quasi-
Stttic force and the flow-induced decentering of the tube lead us to state that the negative quasi-static
force is actually induced by an under-pressure between the flexible tube and the bar with predominant
impacting at tube/support location. To confirm the quasi-static force magnitude to be physically
plausible, the pressure and the related increase in velocity in the tube/AVB restricted area have been
roughly estimated. This calculation is presented in Appendix 2.

33-Lift Force
Because of the tube/AVB confinement, we may consider the air to flow predominantly along tht

X-axis (see Figure 12). With this assumption, the force equilibrium in the Y-direction can be written as
F F F

( g
F L - F U -

re FL is the
VB 2

where FL is the lift force acting on the tube. F,i and Fa respectively the static force acting on AVB 1
and AVB 2.

An estimation of the static force acting on the bar where no impacts occur in single-sided
impacting conditions is necessary to evaluate the lift force FL acting on the tube. For further
developments in this section, we will assume that the impacted AVB is AVB I. Thus, we will Dy to
essnoie the static force acting on AVB 2, Fa.

Referring to Figure 8. it can be noticed dut in case of single-sided impacting (Steps 2 and 4), the
AVB 2 force transducer delivers a force signal centered on zero. Moreover, charge amplifier time

i fl (L SO) l d h f " i i "
e g , g p
typically chosen for tests with flow (Le. SOs) preclude the measurement of a "quasi-static

force by the transducer mounted on the non-impacted AVB. Indeed, for the non-impacted AVB, a
permanent quasi-static force can be described as a Heavy side function. H(O. As shown in Appendix 1,
an accurate measurement of a Heavyside function by piezoelectric transducers is condirjonned by a
proper choice of the charge amplifier time constant. The measurement error increases with rime, as
soon as the observation âme is no longer negligible compared to the time constant. Therefore, to
evaluate the quasi-static force between the rube and the non-impacted AVB, a special investigation is
required.

This investigation, as reported hereafter, has been performed for all the tests quoted in
Section 1-3- The charge amplifier time constant is set on 200 s. The gap distribution in still air is
controlled. Then* the flow rate is rapidly increased to reach a defined value, and this stable state is
maintained constant. The evolution of the foree signal on AVB 2 is monitored during about 120 s. As
soon as flow rate is increased, a transient low-frequency oscillatory phenomenon is observed on
AVB 2. This transient phenomenon damps out in less dap 20 seconds, and it is followed by random
higher-frequency osdOanons around a close to ieto mean value. To evaluate die accuracy of the quasi-
STUTic ioKiC mcssufcmcntSy die tnnsicnt p HTwjtiic nnfi ounooo miist be cotupucd with die ensrse
amplifier time constant. As specified in Appendix 1 (case Ov)). a 20s transient duration is sufficiently
smaUwi^respeatoa200stimecxiastamtoensureareasa^leesiiinaœoftbequasi-stancfoTCeon
die non-impacted AVB. However, die measurement precision is only fair, because of a bad signal to
noise ratio due to die long time constant and to the very low magnitude of the measured quasi-static
force. Anyway, these measurements show mat die static force on AVB 2, F^, is negligible compared
with the static force on AVB l .F. i . We can then conclude mat FL » -Fti.

, Triaxial force cell

Fig. 12 Tube wirhin the AVBc
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Therefore, at tube/support location, die flexible tube is subjected to a quasi-static lift force, FL,
which can be roughly estimated by measuring die quasi-static force on die bar with predominant
impacting. Hence, in flow, die equilibrium position is deflected in die direction of Ft. and die flow-
induced decentering amplitude increases widi the quasi-static lift force magnitude. It follows that the lift
force. FL. seems to be responsible for die deflection of die tube equilibrium position towards die bar
where predominant impacts ate observed. It should be noted tiui Fj, is a localized lift force, due to the
tube/support confinement, which tends to modify die equilibrium position of the most flexible
component of die tube/support system. The existence of such a localized lift force is in agreement widi
observations reported by H&sUnger in [18]. In this reference too. a problem of relative tube/support
position under flow excitation wi t menuonncd. In this case, die physical mechanism was attributed to a
"Bernoulli effect", which tended to deflect die radier flexible "batwing supports" towards die tubes.
Thus, it seems that die confined flow at tube/support location induces a local pressure field which tends
to deflect die most flexible component of die tube/support system. In Haslingert experiments, die
'batwing supports" were far more flexible than * e tube, in the CLAVECIN tests, die AVB simulation
device remains very stiff and. undoubtedly, die bars cannot be deflected by die flow. On die o d w hand,
the CLAVECIN vibrating tube is very flexible and is susceptible of being shifted from its initial
equilibrium position in still air.

In die second part of dûs paper [21], the flow-induced decentering phenomenon will be further
addressed from die theoretical viewpoint. It will be shown dut his phenomenon is characteristic of
those configurations where a movable obstacle is subjected to a confined flow, and diat it is associated
wid» die occurrence of a quasi-static lift force on die obstacle in die confined region.

4 - INFLUENCE OF FLOW-INDUCED DECENTERING ON TUBE/SUPPORT IMPACTS

4.1 - M o n Impact Force
Using die medtodology described in Section 2.2, die mean impact force on each A VB has been

raUairftow tests. The mean impact force, FN. is obtained by first summing the in
ftheforce v;

test As previously mentioned in Section 3 , most of die CLAVECIN tests correspond to a single-sided
••'•y* ting wufiguiilion and rhe following analysis will be mainly focused on these tests.

—-__ . . - , - . . : • — c o n j j l j D M - > high correlation was found between die quasi-static lift force.
F L , and die mean impact force. Fj*. whatever die flow rate and die initial gap. Furthermore, for a given
flow rate, and for various gap configurations in still air, die variation of F N widi Fj. was iound to be
approximately linear with a slope equal to 1 or so. This conclusion has been verified for all die flow
rates where single-sided impacting occurcd; it is illustrated in Figure 13 for flow rates Q3 and QS. All
roe initial gap distributions in still air tested for flow rates Q3 and Q5 have been included in Figure 13.

This linear relation between die mean far jaufoac and die quasi-static lift force will be addressed
froroadietJieticalviewpouaindiesecoudpaHofdiepaperpi}.

Same scale as F N

Fig-13 Variaioa of mean impact force vs. quast-static lift force for flow rates Q3 (a) and Q5 (b)
a e*tieiiiin<aldata for various tube^o-sopport clearances in still air; — least squares interpolation
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4.2 -Jnfh) on w e » mechanisms

An important phenomenon has been high-lighted in Section 4.1. As soon i s the static lift force
acting on the tube is high enough to generate single-sided impacts, «he mean impact force depends
lineartyon the static force.

Hercunder, we will analyze the influence of such a result on wear mechanisms. If the simplified
(annulation proposed in (22] and [ U ] is considered as valid to estimate wear work rates, the average
impact forces may take a prominent part. In this formulation, the wear work rate W is expressed as :

where a is a shape factor related to geometrical considerations ; o, the RMS value of the displacement
in the transverse direction ; fr the predominant frequency of the transverse motion; and F N is the mean
impact force. In the CLAVECIN experiment, the product o> fr was found to be almost independent of
gaps and flow rates. In such a case, the wear work rate W is totally driven by Fn and, according to the
results of Section 4.1, by the quasi-staôc lift force.

Figure 14 presents the variation of the mean impact force for two différent gap distributions on
each side of the vibrating tube, («responding to a given total gap. 2G.

The symmetrical gap reparation in soil air (Lc. reparation 1) leads to single-sided impacting
conditions on AVB1 .whatever the flow rate maj;bc The modulus of the quasi-static lift force increases
with flow rate and so does the avenge normal impact force. Consider now the non-symmetrical gap
repartition in still air (Ie. reparation 2\.The tube is initially in contact with AVB 2. Then, flow rate is
increased. For flow rates Q l and Q2. single-sided impacting occurs on AVB X For higher flow rates
(Le. Q3 to Q5X, a significant flow-induced decentering;is observed and the tube is sufficiendy deflected
to impact only on AVB 1. It can be noted thai, m this range of flow rates, the evolution of the mean
impact force is similar to that observed for gap reparation 1. However, the magnitude of the mean
impact forces is much smaller man for gap reparation 1, due to the larger initial gap between rube and
AVB 1 for gap repartition 2 . For flow rate Q6 and gap repartition 2. the tube tends to behave
symmetrically within its clearance. In this case, the quasi-static forces on AVB 1 and 2 are equal to
zero. The average normal force on AVB 1 and 2 have the same order of magnitude, and are
significantly smaller than the impact force for gap reparation 1 and flow rate Q6.

Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6
Flow rate

Fig. 14 Influence of imtial gap reparritkm on nieanirnpaa force
Symmetrical gaps in still air: G(AVBI)/G(AVB2)
o Mean impact force on AVB1
N r i l i f l l iy g p K n C )
o Mean impact force on A V B l . • Mean impact force on AVB 2

Therefore. Figure 14 shows that the tube dynamical behavior can be drastically changed due to
me combined effect of the flow-induced decentning phenomenon and the initial position of the tube
within the tube/rapport clearance. In some cases, the impact force can be v e ^ large with single-sided
impacts and wear concennaKd on one side of the tube. In other cases, the impact force is much lower,
wim douHe-sded impacts and wear distributed on both sides of the tube. The immediate conclusion is
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that these two configurations with identical global gaps, should lead to significantly different life dtnes
for the tube, due to the flow-induced decentering phenomenon, and the difference in initial gap

5 - CONCLUSIONS

The CLAVECIN experiment, described in this paper, was devoted to the study of the nonlinear
dynamic behavior of a loosely supported tube subjected to air flow. Its originality consisted in the
location of the force measurement device entirely inside the flow channel. Such a design has made it
possible to high-light some unexpected physical phenomena due to fluid-structure interaction in the
tube/support restricted area. These phenomena may be of major importance for wear prediction in
industrial components. Considering the whole experimental database obtained in still air and under
flow excitation, the following statements can be set out :
(i) The initial tube/suppon eccentricity is modified by the flow. For example, an initial symmetrical
gap distribution on each side of[the tube win be changed in air flow. The tube win then vibrate around
aneff-centeiedeqaiKbriumpc^ncftandwiHpiefeieunallyiinpaaononeoflhetwobars.
(S) At tube/support location, a quasi-sane lift force is exerted on die tube. It was measured indirectly
by die force cells mounted on * e force measurement device.
(iii) In »ir flow, the wbeequffibriumrwsinon U deflectal in the direction of trœ static uft force and the
decentering amplitude is strongly related to the static lift force magnitude. Moreover, fora given flow
rate, and a given gap distribution in still air, die decentering phenomenon is repetitive and always tends
to bring the tube closer to the same AVB.
(W) The observed flow-induced decentering phenomenon is generally large enough to cause single-
sided impacts in most of die CLAVECIN test configurerions.
(v) In single-sided impacting conditions, die relationship between the average normal impact force
and die sane lift fdece is almost linear. This assessment is true for every flow tare, whatever the initial
gap configuration may be. The slope is then practically independent of flow rate and equal to 1 or so.
(vi) Considering rhe influence of this phenomenon on wear mechanisms, the effect of flow-induced
decentering and the associated quasi-static lift force may reduce significantly the life of the component
under study, by inducing strong single-sided impacts

The results obtained in die CLAVECIN experiment can be extended to other mechanical
systems. In die second pan of die paper, we show that such a flow-induced decentering phenomenon
seems radier general and characterizes systems in which a movable obstacle is submitted to a confined
flow. We will also show that die linear relationship between me mean impact force and the quasi-static
lift force holds for other mechanical systems subjected to single-sided impacting conditions.
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APFENDDC I : TRANSFER FUNCTION OF PIEZOELECTRIC FORCE TRANSDUCERS AND
THEPROPERCHOICEOFTHETIMECONSTANT.

IB the following analysis, we will consider the piezoelectric force transducer, connecting cable
and awnciaicd high-input impedance charge amplifier as a unit which will be simply called the
'jjfhirin Hk. transducer". As almost any transducer, a piezoelectric transducer has a characteristic
transfer funcùm, G, which can be expressed as follows in the Laplace domain :

G Q O = p / ( p + l / t ) (Al)
where p is mr I apjuy variable, and T is die âme constant of the piezoelectric transducer. Equation (Al)
means mat if me input force applied on the transducer is a Heaviside function, H(t), men die output
signal win be e-"* H(t). (It is recalled mat H(O is defined as : H(Q=I for £ 0 ; H(t)=O for t<0). It
follows mat, for KXT, roe measurement error will be négligeable and the value of the output signal will
be approximately equal 10 the actual numerical value of me applied force. On the contrary, if this
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conditioa is no longer satisfied, the measurement error will increase with time, and, for t » t , the
measured force value, provided by the transducer, will be more or less zero though the actual force
value will be still equal to 1. Therefore, to perform reliable measurements with piezoelectric transducers
the value of the time constant, t . must be large with respect to the characteristic time of the
phenomenon we want to measure. This conclusion stems from the particular form of the transfer

• function described in Equation (Al) and it does not depend on me input signal. The charge amplifiers
used in this study allowed for a very large variation range of the âme constant, from 0.01s to about
10*$, but in practice we used die range from Is to S1QOOs which was found to be a good compromise
for combined dynamic/quasi-static measurements. Horn die foregoing discussion, it may seem that the
best is to choose die greatest possible time constant, for any input signal. However, inceasing the time
constant also results in a toss of sensitivity, though large time constants can often be tolerated due to
me ininal high sensitivity of the piezoelectric devices. Another disadvantage of very Urge time constant
is that signals can be easily corrupted by low-frequency noise. Thus, die best policy is to adjust the
time constant for each particular problem, depending on the largest characteristic time of the input
signal. We will illustrate this viewpoint, by considering four typical force signals we had to deal with in
die CLAVECIN experiment The input and output signals will be respectively denoted by e(t) and s(t).

G) e»=H(0-H(t -T)
e(t) models an impact of duration T and unitary amplitude. Taking Equation (Al) into account, the
output signal is given by :

* ) = e - * H(O - e * W t H(t-T).
e(0 and s(r) are illustrated in Figure 18.

t T t

Fig. 18 Input and output signals - Case (i)

Therefore, die condition for an unbiased ment in this case is T « i

GO e0)=Z
This is a generalization of case G) : e(t) models successive impacts of duration ATj = Ta -
amptdode Ai. The output signal is given by :

M and

e(t) and sfi) are fltostrated in Figure 19 (only qualitative trends are shown in dûs Figure).

InJlI o . .

Hg.19 Input and output signals - Case (U)
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The condition for in unbiased measurement in this case is max (ATi) « t .

It should be noted (hat, if this condition is not satisfied, a spurious negative signal will occur between
the impacts (see s(t) in Fig. 19). However, as impact duration is typically very small (of the order of
10 as) , it is not difficult to choose a not too large time constant which enables unbiased measurements.
In * e CLAVECIN experiment, the time constant was of the order of 50 s.

(Oi) e(t)=£ Ai(HO-Ta.,)-H(I-Ta)) - B £ (H(I-T2D -
i*t i-I

e(t) StQI models successive impacts of duration ATi = Ta - Ta.i, and amplitude Ai, but this time, there
is also a negative quasi-static force of magnitude B between two successive impacts.
Similarly to cases (i) and Oi), the condition for unbiased measurement in this case is

max (Tj,i-Tj)«* .
IStSlH-I

me maximum duration between two successive impacts is typically larger man tte impact time duration
but it remains very small ( of the onJer of 100 ms). Therefore, for example, with a time constant of 50 s.
the foregoing condition is satisfied and the measurement will be unbiased. It is thus possible to
measure accurately both the impact forces and the quasi-static force between two successive impacts.

fw) e(0=d-er*cosM)H(t)
e(0 models a steady state reached after an oscillatory transient, from Equation (Al), it can be shown
that SfX) can be expressed as

SM=^-ReI7-I-le-«*+Re[122_e-<»'] forûO
where Re(Z) denotes die real pan of Z : po = 8-j£ii ; and.p = - l
If frpo1» 1 . then s(t) - (e-*1 - e*coswt) H(O.
in this case, the transient values are correctly measured and the measurement of the steady state vjiueis
unbiased only for t « t . If the oscillatory transient has damped out for GT, it follows from the
foregoing mat die steady state value will be correctly measured at t=T, if x » T . In fact Trt gives the
otder of magnitude of the measurement error. For example, a time constant of 200 s enables the
measurement of the steady state values after a transient of 20 s with a precision of 10% or so.

APICNDK 2 : ORDER C f MAGNITUDE FOR UNDERPRESSURE AND VELOCITY

For a rough estimation of the underpressure and relative increase in velocity within the gap
between fcc tube and me impacted AVB. assume thai die air flows predominantly along the X-axis, and
Hat Hi> R>TTw»riHi\ Pipaiinn <-«• h- apr'jfd W* fr» T ' W A V P 1^MrHH "*» *"•» H*r^"jllî'' F^iMiinw
can be written as t

£ p Uo2 = I p U2 + Ap (A2.1)
where Ap is the underpressure corresponding to the static fence measured on the transducer mounted
on the impacted AVB. Uo is the mean upstream flow velocity and U is the velocity in die tube/AVB
restricted area. Ap can be derived from the quasi-static force measured on the transducer mounted on
the impacted AVB by :

Ap=Fs/S
where S is die transducer surface.

The mderpiessure magnimde was estimated from Equation (A2.2) for all the tests with single-
sxfed impacting conditions. Its maximum was found to be of the order of 103 Pa. From Equation
(A2.1), die corresponding velocity in die tube/AVB restricted area, U, was found to be less man 2Uo,
for all air flow cas.

ruiilmume, we also verified diat, even for the lowest flow, the localized qeasi-stanc lift force
was sufficient •> induce a significant deflection of d«e tube, and mus single-sided impacting conditions.
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FLOW-INDUCED DECENTERING AND TUBE-SUPPORT
INTERACTION FOR STEAIVI GENERATOR TUBES:

PART 2 - PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

S. Granger and N. Gay
Research and Development Division

Électricité de France
Chatou, France

I - INTRODUCTION

Flow-induced vibrations can cause mechanical damage to some sensitive equipment in nuclear
power stations. To study these phenomena. Electricité de France (EDF) has. for several years,
undertaken research umgiaim. including both experimental work and numerical model development.
The ClAVECIN tests fit into this framework. They are closely related to wear problems that may
occur in die U-bend region of steam-generators, at some locations where tubes are loosely supported
by anti-vibration bars (AVBs). More specifically, these tests a n aimed at studying the influence of
external cross-flow on the impact-fretting forces that act between a U-bend tube and a support system
sanding for a pair of AVBs with adjustable clearance. The experimental set-up and the signal
Drocessuiga developed for uuerprctmg the impart-fietting fbice measurements, were described in the

t pan of this paper [IJ. We also presented some experimental results which provide the basis for the

H
(i) The ïnùialtubMD-siçpnR eccentricity is changed by die flow. For instance, if. in soil air, the tube
is located centrally in die support clearance, in air flow, it will vibrate around an off-centered
equilibrium position and will preferentially impact on one of the two bars.
(n) At tube/AVB support location, a flow-induced static lift force is exerted on the tube. It was
possible io estimate dûs force indirectly by means of die force transducers mounted on the ends of the
shnalaBdAVBs.
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fiii) Ia flow, the tube equilibrium position is displaced in die direction of the static lift force.
Moreover, the flow-induced decentering amplitude is strongly related to the static lift force magnitude.
fiv) The flow-induced decentering phenomenon is repetitive : for a given flow rate and a given gap
distribution in still air, it always tends to bring die tube closer to the same AVB.
(v) The flow-induced decentering phenomenon is large enough to cause single-sided impacts in
most of die configurations studied.
(vi) In single-sided impacting conditions, for a given input flow-rate and for different clearance
adjustments, the relationship between the mean impact force and the static lift force is approximately
linear. The slope is practically independent of flow-rate and is equal to 1 or so.

The second pan of this paper is devoted to the physical interpretation of these results. However,
we are not going to give a complete and detailed modeling of the CLAVECIN tests by reproducing
exactly die model geometry and flow conditions. Rather, we will deal with the generic aspect of the
observed phenomena. First, we will study the basic mechanism responsible for flow-induced
decentering ; then, we will focus on the variation of mean impact force as a function of the static force
applied on a system, subjected to random excitation and impacting on a stop. These studies will be
carried out. w i n analytical and numerical methods, on very simplified configurations, where only the
essential features, necessary for the occurence of the phenomena we wish to analyse, have been
retained.

2 - FLOW-INDUCED DECENTERING OF A CONFINED CYLINDER

The experimental results, reviewed in statements (i). (ii) and (iii) in the Introduction, allow the
following conclusion to be drawn : flow-induced decentering is generated by a static lift force, exerted
on the tube at the AVB support location. However, the physical mechanism responsible for the
occurence of this pressure force is not obvious. The flow around the tube, in the vicinity of the
simulated AVBs is highly complex : it is three-dimensional ; the upsueam flow is probably non-
uniform ; and it is difficult to specify die boundary conditions of dûs problem. Thus, the flow-induced
decentering phenomenon might he thought to be specific» the CLAVECIN tests. It could be due, for
iiwnnrr. to a very non-uniform upstream flow, inducing, in the support clearance, a greater velocity, and
thus a lesser pressure, on one side of the tube. On die odier hand, we may also ask ourselves whether
flow-induced decentering could not be a generic phenomenon typical of those configurations where a
movable cylinder is subjected to a confined cross-flow, in the following section, we will try to answer
this question, by studying the supplest configuration of das kind.

2.1 - Sunc Instability Of An Infinite Cylinder. Cbnfincd Bcrween Two Parallel Flat Plates And
Subjected To Uniform Crass-Flow

We consider an infinite cylinder confined between two parallel flat plaits and subjected to cross-
flow. The upstream Sow is assurned to be uniforra The cyUnder is initially centered between the two
plates. TKs configuration is shown in Figure I.
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Hg.1 Infinite cyfindcr confined between two paralldflai plates

In comparison with die CLAVECIN configuration, the only characteristic which has been
i n if IIHI is die cylinder confinrrnpat. All die additional complications have been removed : the problem
JscCTtwoniinrirtkNUlarriperfaaysyrnmetrialaboiathex-axis.^
unflunnapddichmrnbry conditions can be easily specified

In die sequel we win study die transverse static stability of die confined cylinder. In other words,
we will seek to answer die following question : "If die cylinder is very slowly displaced from its
original portion, «awards one of the plates, across the flow, will die resulting pressure variation in die
vicinity of the cylinder tend to oppose die motion or. conversely, to amplify it ?". To deal widi dûs
twUtm. we win Bet develop an approximate analytical formulation. Then, die analytical results will be
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compared with some numerical calculations. Moreover, in order to focus on the lift force effect in die
stability analysis, we will assume that !he cylinder cannot move in the x-direction and that lift is die
only force acting in ihe y-direcuon.

2.1.1 - Anilyrial Study : It is shown in Appendix 1 that, as far as we are concerned with
computing pressure, and for sufficiently large Reynolds numbers, a confined two-dimensional steady
flow can be described by the following equations :

•?-(AU)=O (1); J - (P+ i p U * ) = 0 (2)
ax. dx 2

where : AOO = V2(X)-y iOO : ytfx) .far i=l, 2 ,represents a streamline; Û=-]

The odier notations are defined in die Nomenclature (see Appendix 2).
These equations represent the confined flow around die cylinder only approximately, because

Equation IPiA), derived in Appendix I. does not hold true in die vicinity of die stagnation point. But, we
wfll see latter that die pressure field in die stagnation region has only a minor influence on fluid force

It is assumed diat die flow separates on bodi sides of the cylinder at 6 = ± n/2 and that the
resulting jet has a constant cross-section, h = A(n/2) (see Figure 1). The average velocity in die wake,
Uw. is assumed to be zero. According to Equation (A.6), the pressure in die wake is equal to die
pressure in die jet. From Equations (1) and (2). it is also equal to the pressure on die cylinder at
0 = £ xV2, since die jet cross-section is constant.

Let yi(x) be die stagnation streamline and yî(x) he die upper plate. yi(x) and y2(x) are dius
defined by die following equations

. * I ° —<xS-R _, , . _ .
y»W= Bri^i . » < . < n O): « t o = R + h —

The pressure on die surface of die cylinder. p(8). can then be determined from 8 = 0 to 9 = it/2,
by integrating Equations (1) and (2) from x=— to x^X For QâBâc/2, we thus obtain

p f f l ^ P O + ^ p U o 2 ! ! - * * 1 1 2 ) (5): where: A(B) = R(I-âne) + h (6)

In de ininal configuration, die cylinder is located centrally between die two plates. Consequently,
die flow must be symmetrical about die x-axis, and we have p(6)=p(-6) for -R/2SÔS0.

The pressure coefficient Cp(OX can be defined as

C/9)=2[p<e)-pW2)]/ p U0
2

Therefore, fins Equations (5) and (Q, C (̂B), can be expressed as

This function is plotted in Figure 2. for WR=3xlO-2 « 1.
It can be seen dot die pressure coefficient is nearly constant up to die vicinity of 8 = x/2, where it

Jtiitj^sabna^.ThisparrinilarformisdnetoflowconfinenienLltdiffenagnificantly fimmthe
nsnal forms known for the pressure distribution on die surface of an isolated cylinder (see, for
nramplr. Fawoo PI p.473). This result shows that die fluid forces, applied on die cylinder, are mainly

ofaui«Jtyof»eanalyncdfocniiJanonmdiesiagnaiicqregii»wiUhaveonlyaniinoreffeac^floid
force calculation. By symmetry, in die centered configuration, die Eft force per unit kngoXFuisequal
m Tgm The ifcag trwrr p r imii Ungrii, Fp, f*n h» falfiifamd ftrr. P«jn«rinnT (S) and ffl -c

Fb=DI p(8)cos8d0:
Ju

where
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= pRUo1 (1

r*
h* D I (p(|)-po)cos8de = pRUo2 (l

(7)

u+w* («)
Thus, for significant confinement (i.e. h/R « I), we have k » I i . and FD can be approximated by

* h '
Therefore, as could be expected, the sur"*ce pressure distribution, for 0 S 8 < Jt/2 , has

practically no influence on the value of Fr> when there is a significant confinement.

ISOO

1200-

900-

600-

300-

30 40 SO

8(degree)

Hg-2 Non-dimensiofialized pressure coefficient on cylinder wall
Now, let the cylinder be displaced, in the y-direction, towards me upper plate. Let us assume that

the displacement amplitude is very slowly increased from zero to the final value. Syo, which remains
small compared to h. In the sequel, we will study the steady flow around the position reached by the
cylinder after this quasi-static small displacement. As the new cylinder position is only a slight
perturbation of me original posinon, the streamline, vdonry and pressure quasi-static disturbances will
also be considered as small perturbations of the original flow conditions. The upstream velocity and
piessuie are undisturbed. Streamline yjOO remains unchanged, but the stagnation streamline, yi(x), is
subjected to a perturbation thai will be denoted by 5yi(x). Streamline perturbation in the neighborhood
of the cylinder should be of die order of Syo. Thus, we have

5yi (x) -5y 0 . for - R S x S O
In particular, die position of the stagnatkn point relative to the cylinder is unchanged.

The qua-static velocity and pressure perturbations, Su and Sp. for - R S x S 0. can then be
detenmned from Equations (1) and (Z), by equating first order and second order terms separately. This
yields

SB(X) = U0
t—)*8yo(R-*hyA(9)

MB}
-RSxSO

where Syi(-») denotes the value ofSyt(x) at the upstream end, and

SpCB)= -pUo^ik 6c(x) -RSxSO
A(6)

Taking Equation (10) into account, Equation (11) can be rewritten as follows
5p(8) = - p Uo2 (R+h)|- 5y,(—) +Sy0 * ± M [ - M 2

1 A») 1 IAtO)J
o s e s |

(10)

(ID

(12)
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In die same way, if we let yi(x) be d»e lower plate, we obtain

(13)
Furthermore, we will assume that the separation points are sell located at 8 = ± x/2 ,and we

will neglect pressure variation in the wake. The decentering-induced lift force per unit length, FL, can
now be calculated in die following way

FL=*-R I Sp(O)SuOdO - - D l Sp(G)sined9

Jo Jo
Hence r

Fi= pDUo*(R+h) I f-5y!(-••)+ 8yo £ ± 1 M W(9)dO (14)J 0 * A<*>'
wbere:W(0)=sin0/(A(0))2

It can be easily verified that, for h/R « 1, W(6)/W(JI/2) « 1, except in the vicinity of 8=s/2.
Thus, fioai Equation (14), Fj. can be approximated as follows

Ft - p DU 0
1 (R+h)( -oyi(—) + Sy0 B i t ) J^2W(O)dO (15a)

or taking Equation (12) into accmnt

FL - -SpOtB) D h* £°W(9)dO (15b)
Hence, die fluid force, FL, is essentially detennined by die surface pressure at 0=x/2,6p(n/2).

We already made a similar observation when we calculated the drag force, FD. for die centered
configuration.

Now, from Equation (ISa), it is clear dm, to proceed iurther, we need an estimate of Sy i(-«").
This cas be obtained as follows. The equation characterizing a given streamline, y(x), is

Tins, die sneamfine penurbabor. SyC=}, •• daraoerized by

CnL OX

Tberefbfc, for tfac sagnarinn s&eandine, 5yi(x), we obtain

which era be merited ID yield

5yxf—) = Sy0 + j &fodx (16)

As die upsuejin velocity ieoans undisroibed. The qaàài-staric velocity disturbances induced by
die HMCT-^1^ d̂ r̂ **̂ *!̂ !!! of die cyiindcr Tiwist dccrcasc w> TPTO frotn the stagnation point towards
tte upmciin xê QR. Hence, the last tenn in die right hand side of equation (16) can be expressed as

f 5vfci:=Lol

where Le is die chancterisoc length of 4e dec^ of Sv/u tad (SvAib is die characteristic magnitude of

These two quantities obviously depend on Syo. For a small quasi-static displacement, a linear
; assumed between both Lo and Syo on die one hand, and (OvAi)0 and Syo on die

ynnion (16) can be rewritten as
L(—) - Sy0 + X Sy0

2 (17)

where X is m unknown constant which depends on die characteristics of die problem.
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Substituting Equation (17) into Equations (12) and (ISa) respectively gives the following expressions
for die pressure perturbation at 6=it/2. SpOt/2), and the decentering-induced lift force per unit length,

S p ( | ) = - p U o 2 ( R + h)5yo(B--X6yo) /h» (18a)

h)Sy0(C--XSy0) JFL - p D U 0
2 ( R + h)Sy0(C--XSy0) J W(8)de (18b)

From Equations (18a) and (18b) the following conclusions can be drawn :
(i) If X S 0 . 6p(x/2) SO j i d FL 2 0 , for all Syo â 0. Thus, the cylinder has only one equilibrium
position which is the centered position. This equilibrium position is statically unstable : as Fj. S 0 . the
decentering-induced lift force will lend to amplify the initial quasi-static displacement
(U) If X > 0 , me cylinder has «wo equilibrium positions:

- the first one corresponds to die centered position of the cylinder. This equilibrium position is a
statically unstable position : any sufficiently small positive quasi-static displacement in the y-direction
will induce a positive lift force, which will tend to move the cyUnder further from its original position.

- the second equilibrium position corresponds to x=O. y = y, = (R/h) / X1 and this equilibrium
position is statically stable.
(ui) For a given small quasi-static displacement ( Le. less than Syo = y a , if X > 0 ) , the positive
decentering-induced lift force is associated with a negative pressure perturbation at 8 = it/2, and the
amplitude of this pressure perturbation varies as h ° . This shows mat the pressure perturbation
amplitude will rapidly increase with decreasing gap. Therefore, when a tube is supported by a loose
support, as the confinement is much larger at tube-support location than at any other location along the
tube axis, it can be expected that {low-induced decentcring will be essentially governed by the confined
flow within the tube support clearance.

In closing, we can summarize die above development by stating the following result : "An infinite
cylinder, centered between two parallel flat plates and subjected to confined cross-flow is statically
unstable. The flow will "naturally" tend to décerner the cylinder ; only an infinitesimal disturbance, for
jnsrarKT in Thf !infineain flowL is required for dûs to occur".

- Comparison of analytical and numerical simulation results The analytical model,
developed in the preceding section, is an approximate formulation based on some "physically
reasonable" assumptions. Furthermore, die analytical expressions for the decentering-induced lift force
and the associated negative pressure perturbation at S = « / 2 . depend on a constant, X . which soil
remains imrlrfinml Consequently, we have tried to check die analytical results by comparing diem, as
far as possible, widt numerical calculations. Three computational methods have been used:

G) The first one is a finite-difference method with fractional steps which solves die steady
Navier-Stokes Equations coupled with a (k, E) turbulence closure model. This type of numerical
method has been described, for example, by Feyret and Taylor [3].

(U) The second method is a finite-element mediod which also solves die steady Navier-Stokes
Equations coupled widi a Qc. e) turbulence closure model. The N3S computational code [4 ] , developed
at the Research and Development Division of EDF, has been used to perform the finite-element

(50 The duidinedKd is a nunieri^senû-pc^enà^appitiach. The flow is first assumed to be
inotanonaL It is talmlarai by using the Boundary Element Method (BEM). as described by Brebbia in
Reference [5J. Then, it is assumed diat die flow separates at 8 = ± x/2 and the wake is modeled as a
dead zone in a similar way as in die analytical model developed in Section 2.1.1.

Theoretically, the first two methods should provide a mare realistic description of the flow.
However» ihnugh ils apparent stmpuciiy, die configuration depicted in Figure 1 poses some difficult
nufDsml problems which highlight die advantages of the diird method. The first two methods require
the whole of die fluid domain to be covered by a grid. Furthermore, in die vicinity of the cylinder and,
r y r M l y , in me minimum gap between die cylinder and the closest flat plate, the mesh size has to be
very small and die number of grid points must be relatively large to ensure an adequate numerical
sciatica of die flow equations. On the o d w hand. to keep die total number of grid points to reasonable
Kmîfg far ih» c*ir» nt mim—w* |̂ efficiency, ujuipuutional cost and storage savings, die mesh s*7f must
fmTtrffttnriiily im iwsfd tarfffifnihf mnfinfdrrginn Thf finifp-riifTfffiifTmfihnriused in dtissnidy
mnrii a oiril • «fffttngllfr1 MT1M r n n^gffTîW n ' 1 ^ " ^ w1ff1BWr W**?1 VT* "PlJS ffi HHHff5 g f y a f Hiffinilfieg at
the intersection of die lattice widi die cylinder surface, which results in numerical instabilities in die
vicinity o f 8 = ± x/2 for deceniered configurations. Wim this method, only centered configurations

' could be smublycalculaied. The finite-element method used works wim triangular finite elements of
variable size and. in mis case, a very well-fitted mesh configuration could be achieved. A typical
example is given in Figure 3. Centered and decentered configurations could be suitably calculated widi
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the finite-element method. However, the computational cost of this method is very high. It is directly
related to the totil number of grid points which rapidly increases with decreasing h/R. Thus, for
computational cost reasons, we limited the finite-element calculations to some configurations
characterized by h/R s 0.1, which already required more than 10,000 grid points. In comparison with
die first two methods, die main advantage of the third method is that its grid points occur only on the
lfoundaries of the fluid domain. It follows that, in this case, both the quality and the cost of the
numerical computations are much less affected by the confinement problem. This method was
essentially m ^ ro calculate slightly decentered configurations characterized by very small values of
h/R (Le. WR < 0.1).

Fig. 3 Typical finite-element mesh configuration

Now that the relative merits of the three computational methods have been clarified, a brief
synthesis of the numerical study will be presented. The numerical simulations presented in this section
were all performed with Uo = 1.0 nVs and p = 1.2 kg/m3 . In a first step, we studied a centered
configuration characterized by h. k = 0.03. The main objective was to compare the approximate results
of both the analytical method and the computational semi-potential approach with the a priori more
accurate results of the finne-diffeience method. The surface pressure distributions calculated with the
numerical senû-pocennaï approach and the finite-difference method can be compared in Figure 4.

Comparison of Figures 2 and 4 shows that the surface pressure distributions, obtained with the
analytical model and the numerical semi-potential method, are very close to each other. The surface
pressure distribution, calculated by using the finite-difference method, confirm that the separation
points are practksily located at 9 = ± x/2.

Fig.4 Cylinder surface
a : Finite-difference method; e :

distribution ;

For 0 S 6 S 80° and 120° S 8 S180". Ae surface pressure distributions obtained with the two

senn-pommal approach. For the centered configuration, the drag force per unit length, F D , has been
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by using the analytical model. Le. Equation (9). and computational methods (i) and (Ui). The
remits ait given in Table 1.

The agreement between the analytical and numerical results is quite satisfactory. In particular, the
relative error between rhe analytical model and the finite-difference method is only of 6.5%. In view of
this, the simplicity of Equation (9) should be remembered.

Fb analytical - Equation (9)

Fo numerical (i)

F 0 numerical Cm)

11.5 N/m

10.8 N/m

U.I N/m

Table 1 - Comparison between analytical and numerical drag force calculations

Now, we will turn our attention to slighdy decentered configurations, in order to compare the
conclusions of our analytical quasi-static stability analysis with numerical results. We first consider a
decentered configuration characterized by h/R = 0.1 and Syo/h = 10~*. This decentered configuration
has been computed by the finite-element method. Figure S shows the relative variation in cylinder
surface pressure distribution. ( p(0) - p(-8) ) / Ap . for 0 S 8 S Jt, where Ap denotes the pressure
difference between the stagnation point and the wake ( t e . Ap=p(O)-p(«)).

«13 « 2 2iK3

0 (radians)

5n/6

H&5 Relative variation in cylinder surface pressure distribution
(for h/R=0.1 and Oy0Zh = 10-2)

Cquanon 0 3 ) shows that this relative variation in cylinder surface pressure distribution is also
equal to 2Sp(OVAp. Therefore, U can be noticed mat deceniering the cylinder towards the upper plate
induces a negative pressure perturbation in the vicinity of 8 = t Ç - Hence, the decemering-induced lift
force is positive and mas. the centered configuration is statically unstable. These results are in
arrariincc with die conclusions of die analytical stability analysis developed in Section 2.1.1.
Fuimenmre. substituting the numerical value of SpQt/2), calculated by the finite-element method, into
Equation (ISa) enables me determination of the unknown constant. X, of the analytical model. We thus
obtained ; X = 5.98XlO5 . Therefore. XiO and, in this case, it results from the discussion in
SecôanXl.1 mat there are two equilibrium positions: the centered position which is statically unstable.
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and • slightly décernerai position which is statically stable. Using X=5.9BxIO3 and Equation (18a),
we have plotted in Figure 6 the variation of the relative pressure penurtation at 8 = x/2,Sp(R/2yAp,
with me relative quasi-static displacement, Syo/h. To verify the validity of this analytical prediction, we
have then computed, with the finite-element method, the. numerical value of 6p(x/2)/Ap for the
decentered configuration conesponding to 8yo/h s 2xlO-2 . It can be seen in Figure 6 that this
numerical solution and the analytical prediction are in very good agreement. In older to test the
influence of the reduced gap, WR. on the flow-induced dccemenng phenomenon, we have also plotted
the variation of Sp(x/2)/Ap with SyoAi for another configuration characterized by a smaller (and also
more realistic) reduced gap. i.e, h/R a 3xlG'z. Ibis time, a numerical semi-potential computation was
used to determine the value of X. from Equation (18a). We obtained X = 4.7SxIO9. This value is
consistent with that found for h/R = 0.1 ( i.e. J. = 5.98XlO5 ). Figure 7 snows the variation of
8o0c/2V&p with 8yc/h for this configuration. Comparison of Figures 6 and 7 shows mat reducing the
gap by » &ctocof 3 or so induces a drastic amplification of Ae flow-induced decentering phenomenon.
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Kg.6 Relative pr : perturbation vs. Syofli Fig.?
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— Analytical model :>FimK-clement solution

Relative pressure penurbation vs. Syo/h
at8=« / i . for h/R=0.03

—Analytical model ; • Numerical semi-potential
solution used to dctennine X

Before dosing dûs section, it should be noted that die numerical simulations have also validated
ihe assumptions of the analytical model concerning the streamline perturbations. The streamline
penmbanon dose to the cylinder proved to be of the order of the small cylinder displacement, Sjyo. In
panicuhr. the swgmnnp point was always approximately located at 8 * 0. Funhennore. the variation of
SftC-*») with Sn as given by Equation (17) is in good agreement with the numerical results.

• n f A tVnfiiud fN/litwW
The foregoing analysis shows that transvase static instability seems to be a typical feature of

those configurations where » movable cylinder, confined by surrounding structures, is subjected to
cross-flow. If the cylinder is initially locâœd centrally within the clearance between the sunounding
structures, die flow will 'natnraUy" tend to tnodiry this initial equilibrium position. Thns. transverse
qaric irmaWay wm« «n he- the- rorir m^-haniyn r^pnoq^i. ttw flrm.-indm-^ Hanwitwing H l M M f 1

it should be remembered that, to establish the results of Section 2.1. three main simplifying
assumptions have been made. Firstly, we assumed mat the only forces acting on me cylinder in tbîy-
diiecuoo were Ae fluid faces. For practical cases, we must also take into account die structural
stiffness of die tube. For example, assume that Ae cylinder can have a traaveisc translation! morion
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between two flat plaies of length U Let K be the structural stiffness associated with the transverse
mnslational displacement mode.. If we further assume that the flow between the flat plates is two-
dimensional and that the upstream velocity distribution is uniform, we can apply the results of Section
2.1.1. In this case, flow-induced decentering will occur itiFJBy . L i K , where 3Fi/9y denotes the
pardal <JsrivsSve of the lift force per unit teng* with respect » y, evaluated at the origin ; 9Fu/3y can be
easily determined from Equation (18b).

For p = 1.2 kg/m*. L = 0.02 m. D = 19.05x10-3 m, h = 0.3x10' m and K = 103 NAn. this
implies that flow-induced decentering «nil occur for Up â 1.7 m/s. For Uo < 1.7 m/s, the effect of the
structural stiffness is predominant with respect to the lift force and die initial centered position of the
cylinder is a stable equilibrium position. In the same way, for a given flow velocity, the structural
stiffness has to be low enough so that the phenomenon can be observed. The two other assumptions
made in Section 2.1 concern the two-dimensional flow and the uniform upstream flow velocity
distribution. In most practical cases, the flow will be three-dimensional and the upstream velocity
distribution will not be uniform. Though it is clear that a non-uniform upstream flow will tend to
amplify die flow-induced decentering phenomenon, the effect of the three-dimensional aspect of the
flow is difficult to address.

Furthermore, when the surrounding structures are not flat plates, the particular geometric features
of each problem, together with the associated boundary conditions, must be taken into account. For
example, measurements made by Price and PaTdoussis [6] on different tube bundles show that, for a
given tube, dFt/dy can be positive or negative, depending on array geometry and tube position inside
the bundle. Incidently, it should be noted that, if 3Ft/3y is negative, the tube is statically stable but a
dynamic instability may occur [61.

3 - VARIATION OF MEAN IMPACT FORCE AS A FUNCTION OF THE STATIC FORCE
APPLIED ON A SYSTEM SUBJECTED TO RANDOM EXCITATION AND IMPACTING ON A
STOP

The CLAVECIN tests show the influence of flow-induced decentering on dynamic rube-support
interaction. In most configurations, single-sided impacts were observed and a particularly simple
relationship was found between static lift force and mean impact force. This result has been recalled in

t (vi) in the Introduction. In the following, we will focus on its physical interpretation. As we
did in the foregoing sections, we will use analytical and numerical methods to analyse simplified
configurations in order to test die generality of the statements which can be derived from the
CLAVECIN experimental results.

3.1 - Analytical Study Of A Single-Degree-Of-Freedom System Excited Bv White Nnis« And
y On A Stopy p

Consider a single-degree-of-frecdora system, characterized by a mass, m, a stiffness, k, and a
damping, c This system is shown schematically in Figure 8.

Kc

vWV

i C

.4'
Fig. 8 Single-degree-of-freedom system impacting on a stop
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The system cw imp»" against • stop located at s=X00. Tie flow action on the system is simulated by
two farces : a static force, Fs > O. which represents the flow-induced decentering phenomenon, and a
random force, f(t). which represents turbulent buffeting excitation. To simplify, f(t) is taken as a
Gaussian white noise with zero mean and a standard deviation op. Moreover, it follows from Ae results
of Section 2 that modeling the flow-induced decentering phenomenon by a constant static lift force is a
rough approximation which has been made only to simplify the following calculations.

Fs can be expressed as a function of the stiffness, i, the initial clearance, xoo, and the residual
clearance xo

Fs«k(xa>-xo) (19)

The impact force on the stop, FJJ, can be expressed as follows

O0) H(X-XOO) (20)

where H(x) represents the Heaviâde function : H(x)=l for xSO ; H(x)=0 for x<0.
The equation of motion of the non-linear oscillator is given as

rnx + cx + k(x-xoo+X0)+Kc(x-xoo) H(X-X00) = f(t) (21)

We set X=X-(XOO-Xo)

In terms of dûs new variable. Equation (21) becomes

mX+cX + UC+Kc(X-X0) H(X-xo) = f(t) (22)

Equation (22) can be represented by the foltowing Ito Equation [6]

•(,)•(»„)•*(£)
V — m — m * /

where: K(X) = kX + Kc(X-Xo) H(X-X0) ; B(O is a Wiener process characterized by:

E(dB(t))=O and E([dB(t)]2) = 2Ddt =(^} Z dt

It can be shown mat the process (X, X) is Markovian and that its probability density function,
f (X, X), is the solution of die stationary Fokker-Flanck equation associated with Equation (23). This
equation takes the form Q7]. p.199)

f £ P M -
The sooinon to this Fokker-Pbnck equation is given by (TTI. P- 200)

f(X.X) = f,(X) fi(X) (25)
where

C6):

C| 4Ddc2Scdctcnmiied fion die nonzofizaoon condiuoos

I f i ( x ) d x = | f j ( x )dx= l (28)

The rhmrttiral mean impaa force, E (FM), can be calculated from Equations (26) and (28)

E(FN) = J Kc (X-X0) H(X-X0) fi(x) dx (29)
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Assuming mat the stop stiffness, Kc is very Urge compared to the system stiffness, Ic, we obtain

(30)

« p ( - ^ ) d u

<?„ represents the standard deviation of the single-degree-of-freedom system displacement when the
morion is not limited by the stop.

Therefore, talcing Equation (19) into account. Equation (30) shows that the general relation
between the mean impact force, E(FN), and the static force. Fs, is quite complex and non-linear.
Nevertheless, if. as in the CLAVECIN configuration, confinement and excitation level are large enough,
we have

xo/2o\ ,« l (31)
and a series expansion of the function exp [- X0* / 2 au

2) [ G(XiZo1J ] ~l shows that Equation (30) is
then suitably approximated by the following equation :

(32)

or. taking Equation (19) into account

Thus, Equation (33) shows that, when the stop stiffness is sufficiently large (i.e. K5 » Ic), the
excitation level sufficiently high and the clearance sufficiently small (i.e. xo/2 o y : < 1), the mean
impact force. E(FN), «S related to the static force, Fs. by a linear relation. The slope is independent of the
excitation, S(O. of the system characteristics, (m, k, c). of the stop softness. Kc, and of the initial value of
the clearance. *«>• These results agree very well with the CLAVECIN experiments. On the other hand,
for asingte-degree-of-freedom system, the slope of the linear relation, between mean impact force and
static force, is equal B> VK whereas, in the CLAVECIN tests, it was nearly equal to 1. This discrepancy
can be explained if we remember dial, in the CLAVECIN tests, the mechanical system is not merely a
singje-degree-of-frcedom system but rather * continuous structure that can be accurately approximated
only by a multi-degree-of-freedom system. We can guess that the influence of an impact on the
dynamics of a N-degree-of-fieedom system should depend on N. Now, for t non-linear mulri-degree-
of-rreedom system subjected to random excitation, assume that die relation between mean impact force
and <MIÎ^ force is still linear and that the slope is soil independent of excitation, system characteristics
and stop stiffness. Then, for a N-degree-of-freedom system, the slope of the above-mentioned linear
relation would depend only an N and it should tend to an asymptotic value, independent of the system,
when N increases indefinitely (Le. for a continuous structure).

In older to test this hypothesis, a numerical simulation of a simple impacting continuous
structure has been carried out.

3.2- Numerical Simulation OfA Simply-Supported Straight Beam Impacting On A Stop
The system to be analyzed is shown in Hgure 9.

1.4 m

1
T

- j , ^A^ pinnned support
•i, 0 3 mm

loose support

2.1 m o.7m

Bg. 9 Simply-supponed beam impacting on a loose support
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It is a straight tube, made of Inconel 600, with hinged-hinged end conditions. The tube length,
outside diameter and nominal wall thickness aie respectively 2.8 m, 19.0SxIO-3 m, and 10~3 m. A white
noise excitation, Rt), and a static force, F$, ate applied respectively at x = U2 and x = 3L/4. At the same
location as the static force, a loose support is modelled by a rigid stop on each side of the tube with a
gap between the tube and the stop. When Fs = 0. the tube is positioned centrally within the
tube/Support clearance. The numerical method used to compute tube dynamics and tube/support impact
forces is described in Reference [8].

The computational results showed that a relatively small static force was sufficient to generate
single-sided impacting conditions. For these one-sided impacting conditions, we studied the variation
of die mean impact force on the upper stop as a function of the static force. Figure 10 shows the results
obtained tor two typical excitation levels.

The total duration of these numerical simulations was about two seconds. This value, which may
seem rciurvelysm^fiom a pure statistical viewpouu. was chosen for < ^ ^
may explain die slight scattering of die data shown in Figure 10. However, we can see that the relation
between mean impact force and static force is approximately linear. The slope does not depend on the
excitation level and is equal to 1 or so. Consequently, the numerical results obtained for the simply-
supported tube impacting on a stop are quite similar to die CLAVECIN experimental results. This is
consistent with the hypothesis we made at the end of Section 3.1.

0.20

0.00
0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14

Static Force (N)
0.IS 0.16

Fig. 10 Variation of mean impact force as a function of static force
a : Excitation rms amplitude=0.7 N ; o : Excitation rms amplitude = 0.495 N

_ : Interpolation by a l iney=x + b

C(WCLUSION

««up
in me CLAVECIN tests, described in die first part of mis paper, we observed diat the initial nibe-

iiciry of a flexible tube, loosely supported by a pair of AVBs1 was changed by me
pan of mis paper has been devoted ID the physical interpretation of this flow-induced

». A theoretical study has been conducted on simplified configurations, with
flow.
decentenng pfe
bom analytical and numerical methods. The following conclusions can be drawn.
O Flow-induced decentering is typical of those configurations where a flexible structure is
subjected K> a cn^inerf cross-flow. Indeed. Ae quasi-static coupling between the confined flow and the
X-C3QOBC SQQCQBVC C W CIlUSSC tDC S^nKtUfC fffl^ft I ip f l ̂ lflB POfilBftfti 20 j f i ^ P O n J1J HVC COH SIUCfPP InC CSSC

of an mfimte cylinder confined between two parallel flat plates and subjected to cross-flow. The
cylinder was initially loraied centrally beiweeu ibe plaies and die ups^aro flow was uniform. We havey y
shown that ti&is caafig
tCQQ BO QCCCQBCf flkC CVUOOB*

(n) If die confinement is

ely symmetric, is statically unstable: the flow will always

_ by a loose support, flow-induced decentering is associated widi a
quasi-snâc Eft force applied on the robe at tube support location (Le. in die confined flow region).
(B) Flow-induced decentering has a major i n f W i w on tube dynamics, tube-tc-support contact
forces and dierefore tube impact-rremng wear. The CLAVECIN tests, as well as the numerical
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^ m i " described in Section 3.2, established that a relatively small static force is sufficient to induce
single-sided-impacts in the configuration where the tube is initially positioned centrally between the
two stops.
(w) In single-sided impacting conditions, when stop stiffness, random excitation level and
confinement are large enough, the mean impact force seems to be linearly related to the static force.
This result was obtained experimentally with the CLAVECIN model. In Section 3.1, we demonstrated

* that it holds tor any single-degree-of-freedom system. In Section 3.2, using a numerical method, we
found the same result for a simply-supported beam impacting on a stop.
(v) For any single-degree-of-freedom system, the slope of the linear relation between mean impact
force and static force is equal to 2Ac Consequently, this slope is independent of excitation level, system
characteristics and stop stiffness. In the CLAVECIN tests, the slope was very dose to 1. It did not
depend on flow rate and, hence, on any turbulent buffeting excitation level. For a simply-supported
beam impacting on a stop, we found numerically that the slope is also approximately equal to I and
independent of random excitation level. All these results have lead us to postulate the following
statement : "for a N-degree-of-rreedom system, the slope of the linear relation between mean impact
force and stade force depends on N only. It is equal to 2/tc for a single-degree-of-rreedom system and
it tends to an asymptotic value, approximately equal to 1. when N increases indefinitely (i e. for
continuous structures)". In order to prove this result, it would be worth trying to extend th; theoretical
analysis of Section 3.1 to mulô-degree-of-freedom systems.
(vi) Independently of the physical interpretation of the CLAVECIN experiments, the theoretical
developments presented in the second part of this paper have their own interest : v w an approximate
analytical model for studying the steady flow around a confined cylinder has been developed and it
proved to be very efficient even from a quantitative viewpoint ; an extension of this model to the
unsteady flow case could provide a sound and ample basis for dealing with the fluidelasdc coupling of
a flexible cylinder confined between two flat: plates ; this could be a first step towards the study of the
fluidelasdc coupling of a single flexible cylinder positioned inside a rigid tube bundle ; (b) the non-
linear dynamics of a tube subjected » random excitation has been successfully studied with the aid of
the stochastic theory ; this theory is practically never used in the flow-induced vibration literature ;
however, in view of the present results, it seems that it should be considered with more attention.
(vS) The flow-irrfuced deccntering phenomenon and its consequences on tube impact-fretting wear
seem, to the authors' knowledge, to have been studied here for the first time. The results obtained in
this study are probably of general interest and can have a significant practical importance. Thus, further
experimental, analytical and numerical studies are needed to corroborate the present results and
improve our understanding of the subject.
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APPENDtXl

A N APPROXIMATE FORMULATION OF THE FLOW EQUATIONS FOR A TWO-
DIMENSIONAL CONFINED FLOW A T HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER

For a two-dimensional stationary flow, the continuity and the Navier-Stokes equations can be
wrinenas

ox dy p dx
CT/ OV I 00 I C# » O>

u^r* + v^~ = --1- =•- + Vl —— •<—r
ox dy p dy \ 3 x 2 dy2

The notations are defined in the Nomenclature. The x-axis is parallel to the streamwise direction.
We consider a confined flow. Thus, denoting by 1, (respectively Ix) a characteristic length in the y-
diiectioa (respectively x-direction), from Equations (A.1) - (A3), we have

E]'1- X- - t « i (A.4)

Therefise, Equations (AJ) and (A3) can be simplified as follows

Now. we will assume that the Reynolds number Re is given by

- - * (A.7)

where Uc is a characteristic velocity inthe x-direcnon.
Taking i - - - - - - -• - -

Hence, when Re is large enough to satisfy inequality (A.7), a two-dimensional stationary
rrmfinwi flow can be represents! by Equations (A.1), (A.8) and (A.6).

If we are concerned with pressure computation, this representation can be further simplified.
Indeed, Jet yj(x) and yi(x) be two different streamlines, and integrate Equations (A.1) and (A.8) over y
f n m y» m yj. Taking Equation (A.6) into account, dûs yields

A ( A U ) = O (A.9); U ^ P U ) + J ^ W = O (AJQ)

| udy : Û5 = ^ J

For Re » 1. the boundary layer is very thin and the velocity distribution is basically uniform in
the free stream legion. It follows that P » 1 ; thus, Equation (A.10) can be rewritten as

A ( p + I p U 2 J = O (A.11)

Therefore, a reasonable approximation of the pressure can be calculated from Equations (A.9)
and (A.U). It can be noted dut (A.9) represents mass conservation and that (A.ll) is simply a
p«utkiilarfbnnof dieBcnmriffi cqnatimi.

APPENDIX 2 : NOMENCLATURE

A Streammbearea
D Tubediamew

Jcwdensiiy function oftherandomvariables X1(O and X2(O
D f i l t h

FL l i f t fmxpa uuii length
h Radial clearance (see figure 1)
p ncssoc
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R Tube radius ( = D/2)
Uo Upstream flow velocity
(u,v) Flow velocity components in (x,y) directions, respectively
Ocj) Coordinate du^tionj (see figure 1) ^ -__ :
SX Quasi-aaiic perturbation of X
v Fluid kinematic viscosity
S ~ Azimuthal angle on cylinder circumference
p . Fluid mass density
dFt>3y PïrtUl derivanve of the lift force per unit length with respect to y ai (x,y) = (0,0)

E(X) MaSemancal expectation ofrandora variable X
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